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In today's dynamic business environment, the significance of proficient supply chain
management cannot be overstated. It plays a pivotal role in fine-tuning operations &
guaranteeing customer contentment. Oracle presents an all-encompassing array of
Supply Chain Management (SCM) modules, providing businesses with the tools to
streamline their operations, amplify transparency, and boost productivity.



Oracle Inventory Management:

Oracle Inventory Management stands as a pivotal component within the SCM
framework, offering immediate access to your inventory status. This not only aids in
optimizing stock levels but also in mitigating carrying costs and averting shortages.
Equipped with functions like cycle counting and ABC analysis, this module empowers
businesses to make informed, data-driven choices, ultimately leading to more effective
inventory management.

Oracle Order Management:

Efficient order processing is critical for delivering superior customer service. Oracle
Order Management allows businesses to manage orders, configure products, and
streamline order fulfillment processes. It also supports complex pricing and discount
structures to enhance sales strategies.

Oracle Procurement:

Oracle Procurement brings automation and efficiency to the procurement process,
affording businesses the capacity to oversee supplier relationships, procure products and
services, and cut down on expenditures. This comprehensive solution encompasses
procurement analytics and contract management, facilitating organizations in making
well-informed choices and upholding compliance standards.



Oracle Transportation Management (OTM):

Oracle Transportation Management is a transformative asset for enterprises overseeing
intricate transportation networks. It excels at route optimization, carrier contract
administration, real-time shipment tracking, all while achieving a reduction in
transportation expenses and enhancing delivery dependability.

Oracle Warehouse Management:

Efficient warehousing is crucial for reducing costs and meeting customer expectations.
Oracle Warehouse Management offers advanced inventory control, order fulfillment, and
picking and packing features to streamline operations, ensuring timely and accurate order
processing.

Oracle Manufacturing:

Oracle Manufacturing is designed to
improve production efficiency, reduce lead
times, and enhance product quality. It
supports various manufacturing methods,
including discrete, process, and repetitive
manufacturing. Businesses can optimize
their production schedules and resources to
meet demand effectively.



Oracle Advanced Supply Chain Planning:

For enterprises seeking to enhance their supply chain and address varying demand,
Oracle Advanced Supply Chain Planning emerges as a robust solution. It offers the
abilities for demand prediction, supply planning, and production scheduling, assisting
organizations in achieving an effective equilibrium between supply and demand.

These top Oracle SCM modules tutorial pdf are essential tools for businesses looking to
enhance their supply chain management processes. Each module offers unique features
& capabilities that cater to specific supply chain needs.
Get in touch with Oracle Nana today to get the best Oracle SCM modules tutorial pdf
online!
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